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NOMENCLATURE

a Acceleration - ft/sec*^

A Area - L^

C Capacity - Ibjn/psi

D Diameter - l2

P Force - Ibf

k Spring constant - Ibf/in

m Mass - lb

p Pressure - psla

Q Plow - Ibu/sec

8 Complex variable

V Velocity - ft/sec

^ Plate-to-nozzle distance (lift)

p Arbitrary gas demand constant

Arbitrary damping constant

/^ Density - Ib^/ft"^

SUBSCRIPTS

1 Inlet conditions
-

,

n Nozzle

Outlet conditions

P Plate

PP Spring seat

a Spring
*

,



INTRODUCTION

Because of the Increasing use of automatic controls In the

process industries, it has become necessary for manufacturers

to know more about the design characteristics of the components

of these controls. One of the compcments about «tiich little is

known is the flow restricting element.

The use of flow restricting elements in conjunction
with orifices and nozzles is and has been the basis for
controlling flow, pressure, and liquid level in chemical,
refining, power, and gas distribution loops. It is used
either in the final ccmtrol element which may be a large
valve, or in the nwasuring means which may be a relay-
operated pilot using a very small orifice and flapper.
(King. 4).

At present, devices that can be used for the automatic con-

trol of the above processes are designed empirically, that Is to

say that when the specifications for a new control device are

known, an attempt to design the device will be made by an ex-

perienced engineer. He will make a first design based on his

experience, then have a model ccaiatructed and tested to deter-

mine if it meets the specifications. If It does not, he then

makes a change In the model which, based on his past experience,

will correct the error. The model is again tested and the pro-

cedure repeated until the specifications are met and a new con-

troller is available, or until it Is determined that the speci-

fications cannot be met and the project Is discontinued.

The above procedure Is inherently a long and costly one.

However, because of the present complexity of automatic control-

lers, particularly self-operated ones, and because of the lack

of knowledge about the various physical components of the



controllers, the procedure is necessary.

If xnatheinatlcal relations could be developed for the var-

ious components, then the problem could be reduced to equations

which could be solved by computers. In addltl<»i, the computer

would permit a much greater selection of design characteristics.

A typical example of such a controller is the house service

regulator generally used where natural gas Is available. It is

employed to reduce intermediate distribution pressures of up to

100 pslg to a pressure of a few Inches of water required in the

outlet piping. The gas is required for such domestic uses as

stoves, water heaters, and furnaces.

A cross section of a house service regulator la pictured In

Plate I, It is interesting to note the operating characteris-

tics of this regulator. If the regulator were operating with a

constant rate of flow, then the plate would be at some distance

from the nozzle and there would be a force balance at the spring

seat. If the demand for gas is suddenly increased, the pressiare

will drop in the lower casing, reducing the force on the dia-

phragm and allowing the spring to push the diaphragm downward,

thus Increasing the distance between the nozzle and the plate.

This allows mere flow through the nozzle, thus Increasing the

pressure in the lower casing. Due to the Increase in pressure

the spring seat moves upward, narrowing the gap between the

nozzle and the plate and moving the spring seat to a new bal-

ance point. It is easy to see that this chain of events could

become oscillatory, thus emphasizing the fact that the stability

of the regulator may be a problem. The stability of a house
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EXPLANATION OP PLATE I

Cross-section view of regulator.

Reference letters:

A - plate

B - nozzle

C - spring seat

D - diaphragm

E - lower casing

F - spring casing

G - flow restriction

H - valve lever assembly
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service regulator Is of prime Importance. It la Installed when

gas service Is started and Is Intended to last for a period of

t«n to fifteen years. Instability will soon result In the regu-

lator wearing out, and furthermore may cause dissatisfaction to

the user due to the fluctuating outlet pressiore or the noise

that will be transmitted throuf^ the house piping. It has been

found that some regulators exhibit instability at low flows.

The gas regulator is essentially a proportional control

device and exhibits the characteristics of such control. That

is to say, there la a deviation of the outlet pressure from the

original set point as the flow requirement changes. It is a

natural tendency for the pressure to drop as the flow increases.

This is a very undesirable characteristic and an attempt is made

to offset this by changing the shape of the plate and the inlet

to the lower chamber. By suitable changes the pressure may be

made to Increase as the flow increases.

Several features of this regulator are hard to determine

mathematically for design purposes. Of these, four stand out

as being of primary Importance:

1. The force (x\ the plate,

2. The damping provided by the spring casing.

3. The friction in the valve lever assembly.

4. The transmission of the pressure from the outlet to

the lower casing. ^

It is the purpose of this paper to Investigate the first and

to make assumptions about the latter such that some prellminopy

equations about the regulator can be written and an attempt made



to solve these equations on the analogue computer.

DESIGN AND OPERATION OP TEST EQUIPMENT

Because the purpose of this thesis was to Investigate the

forces produced In the flow restricting region, It was necessary

to locate this region. A device to do this, pictured In Plate

II, was constructed. It consists of a standard one and one-half-

Inch regulator body, on top of which a simple screw mechanism

has been placed to raise or lower a flat plate with regard to

the nozzle In the regulator body. Upstream pressure was con-

trolled by an operator and the downstream flow was measured by

a rotometer. The distance between the plate and the nozzle was

measured by the indicator dial. The dial divisions were five

ten thousandths. To take a reading, the plate was positioned a

specified distance frcan the nozzle and then the pressure differ-

ence across the regulator body was adjusted to the desired value.

After each adjustment the flow was read from one of a bank of

rotometers selected so that their ranges overlap. The readings

were taken at specified Intervals until the flow ceased to In-

crease. HVhen the flow remains constant regardless of the plate

position, there is no longer any flow restricticai due to the

plate. These data are included in the Appendix.

The design of a test fixture to measure the total force on

the plate was more Involved. Most early researchers used a de-

vice such as the one in Plate III (Bouasse, 2 and Morley, 7).

The air nozzle would be placed horizontally and directed against

I



EXPLANATION OP PLATE II

Ploir restriction test fixture.

Reference letters:

A - li-lnch regulator body

B - 1/4- inch screw to raise and

lower plate

C - plate

D - nozzle

E - dial indicator to measure nozzle-

to-plate distance

A
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EXPLANATION OF PLATE III

Test fixture used by other reseBrchers to deter-

mine the force on a plate outside the flow restricting

range.

Reference letters:

A - brass plate

B - spindle

CC - spring steel strips

D - bracket

E - pillar

F - wooden stand

G - grooved pulley

HH - cord



PLATE III
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plate (A) toward the left. The spring steel strips (CC) would

allow the plate to move to the left. V/elghts would be placed on

cord (H) to restore the plate to its original position. Gener-

ally some form of damping would be provided below the point at

which the weights are added. Despite this, the fixture has a

tendency to be vmstable and oscillate. This makes it difficult

to obtain accurate measurements of either plate position with

regard to the nozzle or the total force cai the plate.

Two of the authors listed in the Bibliography (Welanetz, 9

and Willis, 10) investigated a problem associated with the present

work, that of the attraction between an orifice and a flat plate.

One of these (Welanetz, 9) used a calibrated spring to measure

farces and experienced no problems of stability. However, his

forces were suction fbrces tending to pull the plate to the ori-

fice. It was felt that this system would not be satisfactory

for the present investigation where the nozzle repels the plate.

A feature i«*iich is very desirable In a test fixture but

which was not present in the devices mentioned, is the continu-

ous recording of test readings; in other words, a plot of the

test measurements. If this feature can be Incorporated, then

the rate of data taking can be increased tremendously. In the

flow test flxtxire, it was necessary to set the plate at specified

distances and take flow readings. This takes time but was a sat-

isfactory method because no discontinuities were expected. How-

ever, in measuring the force reactions on the plate, the experi-

menter has no assturance that the force will not suddenly change

as the plate-to-nozzle distance is varied. In fact, early
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researchers (Bouasse, 2 and Morley, 7) mention such problems and

the difficulties they experienced as they attempted to take data

near the flow restricting region. Because of this, the test fix-

ture was designed as in Plate IV, with a screw adjustment to vary

the plate-to-nozzle distance. A cantilever beam was used to meas-

ure the force on the plate which was transmitted to It through an

anodlzed alximinum rod. The anodizing reduced the friction between

the rod and its retaining block. The position of the plate was

measiored by the differential transformer. Pour SR-4 strain gages

were mounted on the cantilever beam to serve as a bridge circuit

to magnify the strain and provide temperature compensation.

Plate V exhibits one of the strain-measuring elements used. Two

cantilever beams of this type were used. One, designed for large

forces, bed a thickness of 0.100 inch and the other, for greater

accuracy in measuring small forces, had a thickness of 0.032

inch. Both beams are six Inches long and one and one-fourth

inches wide. The strain gages on all test fixtures were covered

with wax to prevent damage. (A) In Plate VI is a force ring with

four SR-4 strain gages. The ring, 0.060 inch thick and one and

seven-eighths inches In diameter, was used as shown in Plate VII.

Since a cantilever beam undergoes considerable movement to pro-

duce the strain required to measure a force, the force ring was

used as a check. It requires very little deformation to produce

the strain required for force mea sxoreraent , but was slightly un-

stable. Plate VII shows the pressure gage used by the operator

to adjust the pressure toward the desired value. The pressure

was recorded by the use of a transducer. The outputs of the
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EXPLANATION OF PLATE IV

Cantilever beam test fixture.

Reference letters:

A - screw adjustment

B - plate

G - nozzle

D - cantilever beam

E - rod

P - retaining block

G - differential transfoxroer
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EXPLANATION OP PLATE V

Cantilever beam.

Reference letters:

A - connectlai for recording instrument

B - strain gages

{'

/ > 1
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PLATE V



EXPLANATION OP PLATE VI

Porco ring

Reference letters:

A - cainectlon for recorder

B - plate

C - strain gages
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PLATE VI
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EXPLANATION OP PI/.TE VII

., ',.. . ,,
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Force ring teat fixture.

Reference letters:

A - screw adjustment

B - plate

C - nozzle

D - force ring

E - differential transformer

F - pressure gage

G - pressure transducer
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PLATE VII
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differential transformer, the pressure transducer, and the strain

gage bridge on the cantilever beam or force ring were then plot-

ted simultaneously by use of a Sanborn recorder, so that the in-

fluence of a change In one parameter could be seen on the others.

The complete test arrangement is pictured In Plate VIII.

The test fixture bridge circuits were connected to the four-

channel Sanborn amplifier and recorder, A pneumatic null balance

pressure controller without amplification was used to control the

inlet pressure. A pressure controller was connected to the input

aide of the diaphragm to keep the inlet pressure constant at low

pressures. At higher pressures it was more satisfactory to con-

trol the inlet pressiire by hand. A large air tank supplied an

essentially constant-presstire source of air, A rack of water

and mercxiry manometers was used instead of a pressure gage to

measure low pressures.

This equipment was made available by the Plsher Governor

Company. All tests were conducted in their research laboratories,

at Marshalltown, Iowa.

In an attempt to examine the physical pictxire of the flow,

pictures were taken with a "Schlleren" apparatus. The "Schlieren"

Is pictured in Plate IX. The optical components are: the light

unit, the condenser lens unit with the first grating, the main

objective lens, the second grating, and the camera. For focus-

ing and visual observation, the camera would be replaced with a

ground glass viewer. A ccanplete description of the theory and

operating principles of the instrument can be found in the refer-

ences (Mortensen, 8),



EXPLANATION OF VUTE VIII

A view of the teat area showing the complete

Instrumentation.

Reference letters:

A - test fixture

B - four-channel Sanborn recorder

C - null balance pressvire controller

D - pressiire controller for diaphragm pressure

E - supply air

P - mercury and water manometers

G - pressure gage

>/
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The test equipment was placed approximately half way be-

tween lenses (B) and (D), and then moved in track (H) until the

proper focus was obtained. By proper manipulation of the llg^t

and the position of the two gratings, changes in density of the

escaping air Jet became visible and were photographed on micro-

file film.

DISCUSSION AND RESULTS

The results of the investigation of the flow restriction

characteristics of a flat plate can be seen in Plate X. The

curve la plotted dlmensionlesaly and a new term, lift, is intro-

duced. Lift is defined as the distance between the nozzle and

plate and will be used to describe this distance henceforth in

this article.

The curve shows that flow restriction ceases at 0,38 D,

where D is the diameter of the nozzle, rather then 0,25 D where

the cross-sect:! on area of the nozzle Is equal to the curved sur-

face area of a cylinder whose height is equal to the lift and

whose diameter is equal to the nozzle diameter.

One author (Boehnleln, 1) used water as his working fluid

and found that for this case flow restriction ceases when the

lift Is equal to the nozzle diameter.

If the plate diameter was made slightly larger than the

diameter of the nozzle, any further Increase in plate diameter

does not affect the flow restriction curve. The amount larger

depends on the pressure drop across the nozzle. At subsonic



EXPLANATION OF PLATE X

Dlmenslonlesa plot of flow restriction

characteristics.
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PLATE X
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velocities a very slight increase in plate diameter la satis-

factory, while at supersonic velocities a somewhat greater diam-

eter is required because the Jet is underexpanded and expands

upon leaving the nozzle. The minimum diameter of plate required

is also influenced by the slope of the walls of the nozzle. If

they are diverging, a still larger plate is required. The

nozzles used in this report had parallel walls. A plate diam-

eter of one and one-fourth the nozzle diameter was sufficient

to remove any variation in flow restriction due to plate diameter.

A slight variation in the curve was noticed for different

pfBBxxre drops. However, it was felt this variation was within

experimental error.

Plate XI is a series of Schlleren pictures showing the Jet

as the plate is moved into the flow restricting range. In Pig. 1,

a shock line may be seen Just in front of a formation on the

plate. This formation is called a wall Jet (Glauert, 3). As

the lift is decreased, the shock wave is pushed into the outlet

of the Jet. When the wave is Just at the outlet, flow restric-

tion starts.

Although the purpose of this investigation was to obtain

information on a particular combination of nozzle and plate, it

was felt that more basic information should also be obtained.

It was desirable to determine the force on the plate for varia-

tions of lift, pressure drop, plate configuration, plate diam-

eter, nozzle configuration, nozzle diameter, and plate material.

Some basis of comparison is necessary If all of these variables

are to be investigated. It was decided to adopt as a basis for



EXPLANATION OP PLATE XI

Schlleren photographs of the flat plate moving

Into a flow restricting position.

Pig. 1. Wall jet with shock wave.

Pig. 2. Wall jet with shock wave approaching

nozzle. \ -, ,;,

Fig. 3. Flow restriction.
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PLATE XI

Fig. 1.

Pig. 2.

Fig. 3.
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comparison the flat plate (Pigs. 5 and 6) and the nozzle (Plga.

1 and 3) shown In Plates XII and XIII, The plate was made of

flat alumlntm with a diameter of 13/16 Inch, the diameter of

standard house regulator plates. The nozzle was the standard

one-quarter-inch diameter nozzle of a type used in house regula-

tors. A plot of force on the plate versus its position for four

pressure differences is shown in Plate XIV. This is a photo

copy of the original data sheet. Several points are of special

interest. It can be seen that the total force on the plate is

not a constant but has a dip of -16 per cent in the flow restrict-

ing region. Two dlscoitinuitiea occur In this plot, A disccxi-

tlnuity occurs when the force chanf^ea with no change in presstire

or lift. It was for this reason that the pressure was plotted

even though it was to be held constant. When the flow is chang-

ing, it is very difficult to maintain a constant pressure and

any change in pressure might produce what would appear to the

observer to be a discontinuity. In order to Insure that the rate

of change of lift would not influence the data, several rates were

tried. A lift rate of 0,5 Inch per minute used in these tests

permitted rapid data taking, yet did not affect the results. The

first discontinuity occurs just after the lift has been increased

to 0.01 inch, the second at 0.31 inch. The flow restricting

range for a l/4-inch nozzle would be approximately 0.1 inch.

Therefore the first one occurs in the flow restricting range and

the second one out of it. No discontinuities were found when

water was used as the working fluid (Boehnlein, 1).

It should be further pointed out from Plate XIV that the



EXPLANATION OF PL/s.TE XII

Plate details.

Pig. 1. Front view of plates with rubber

inserts.

Pig. 2. Standard house service regulator

plate.

Pig. 3. Plat plate with rubber insert.

Pig. 4. Standard house service regulator

plate with inside walls sloped to 45 degrees.

Figs. 5 and 6. Plat plate of variable diam-

eter used for standard of comparlscxi.





EXPLANATION OP PLATE XIII

Nozzle details.

Fig. 1. Top view ctf* all nozzles.

Pig. 2. Plat orifice.

Pig. 3. Standard house service regulator

nozzle.

Pig. 4. Elongated nozzle to reduce base

effects

.

Pig. 5. Nozzle macMned to A.S.M.E. entrance

specifications.

Pig. 6. Sloped side nozzle.

Pig. 7. Details of all nozzle outlets showing

rounding to prevent cutting the rubber insert in

the plates.

' v; '.i
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PLATE XIII
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EXPLANATION OP PLATE XIV

Plot of force on the plate and lift versus

time at several constant pressures for a standard

flat plate and regulator nozzle.

Nozzle dlaraeter - 1/4 Inch,

Plate diameter - 13/16 Inch.

It
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second discontinuity occurs at a different value of lift when

the lift is increasing than when it is decreasing. The first

discontinuity has this same property. When the lift is decreas-

ing, the first one occurs Just as the flow is shut off.

No physical significance can be attached to the first dis-

continuity at present but the second one occiirs when there is a

change in the direction of the radial flow from the plate. As

the lift is increased from zero, the flow out of the nozzle hits

the plate and is diverted downward, forming an umbrella. A

strong region of low pressure is established between the base of

the nozzle and the plate. This region is maintained as the lift

is Increased and causes the flow to leave the plate at an angle

rather than tangentially. After the lift has Increased to a cer-

tain point, the low pressure region suddenly disappears end the

flow leaves the plate in a tangential direction, Plate XV illus-

trates the Schlieren photographs of this phenomenon. Pigiare 1

is a free jet, with the plate out of the flow restricting range,

showing the characteristic expansions and compressions of a

three-dimensional underexpanded jet. Figure 2 is a picture of

the jet when the plate is in the flow restricting range and has

just changed from a radial tangential flow to one ¥*iich is curved

downward. The air contains a slight amount of oil and it can be

seen to have coated the thin glass plate on the left with a coat

of oil curving downward and slightly in toward the nozzle.

Plate XVI shows a dimensionless plot of the data taken.

Curve (A) represents the experimental results. Curve (B) is the

force predicted from momentum flow characteristics. No informa-

tion is known at present about the pressure between the nozzle



EXPLANATION OP PLATE XV

Schlleren photographs

Pig. 1. Schlleren photograph of compressions

and expansions In a free Jet.

Pig. 2. Schlleren photograph showing curva-

ture of flow leaving the plate.
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PLATE XV

Fig. 1.

Fig. 2,
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and plate. The curves (C) represent the first discontinuity. As

the pressure drop increases the discontinuity becomes smaller,

disappearing altogether when the pressure drop approaches 100

psi. It is of interest to note that even though the flow at cKf^

equals 0.4 is radially downward, the calculated force on the

plate, assuming tangential flow, and the test results agree.

Curve (A) is a composite curve of data taken at several nozzle

diameters and pressure drops. Nozzle diameter was varied from

1/8 to 1/2 inch and pressures were varied from five to 90 psig.

The plate diameter was held constant at 13/16 inch.

The second discontinuity appeared to be a functicxi of the

distance between the nozzle base and the plate. Therefore this

distance was Increased from 1/8 inch to 1/4 inch and the nozzle

was again tested with the same plate. The results are exhibited

in Plate XVII. At low pressures both discontinuities were re-

moved; however, the force relation still showed the same dip as

In Plate XVI. In an attempt to remove this dip, the nozzle base-

to-tip distance was increased to one inch, as shown in Pig. 4,

Plate XIII. This removed all discontinuities, but not the dip.

It may therefore be concluded that the dip is a characteristic

of a nozzle and flat plate. ' \

In a fijrther variation of nozzle design, the nozzles shown

in Figs. 5 and 6, Plate XIII, were tested. The results obtained

with the first can be seen in Plate XVIII. The major change was

an increase in flow, thus en increase in total force outside the

flow restricting region and a more pronoxmced dip in total force

through the flow restricting region.



EXPLANATiai OF PLATE XVII

Plot of force on the plate and lift versus

time at several constant pressures for an Increased

nozzle length.

Nozzle diameter - l/4 Inch.

Plate diameter - 13/16 Inch.
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EXPLANATION OP PLATE XVIII

Plot of force on the plate and lift versus

time at several constant pressures for e flat plate

and a nozzle with entrance machined to A, S.M.E.

specifications.

Nozzle diameter - 1/4 Inch.

Plat© diameter - 13/16 Inch.

^A
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Because the surfaces of the flow restricting plates used in

regulators must seal tight, they are fitted with a rubber stir-

face. Plate XIX shows the test results obtained using a plate

with a rubber insert pictured in Fig. 3, Plate XII. The rubber

removed the first discontinuity, but not the second. Again the

dip characteristic was unaffected.

Plates XX and XXI are the results obtained with the nozzles

shown as Pigs. 4 and 2 in Plate XII. These plates are the two

types actually used in the regulator. The plate with the slop-

ing Inner walls had no first discontinuity but the characteristic

dip was changed so that when the second discontinuity occurred,

the force decreased instead of increasing as it had In the other

tests. As the pressure drop is increased, this plate develops

much greater changes In force, tending to become unstable. The

second plate with square inner walls had a completely new force

characteristic. The force started increasing as the lift was

Increased and continued increasing until the flow reached a

maximum. It then remained constant as the lift was further in-

creased. At a pressure drop of 50 psi, the plate became un-

stable and no further data could be taken.

Two references were located which dealt with the forces an

a plate when the plate was restricting flow (V/elanetz, 9 and

Willis, 10), Both of these papers dealt with a jet of air issuing

from a flat nozzle or orifice. The authors were primarily inter-

ested in the force of attraction between the orifice and plate.

Data were taken for this case In order to have a comparison with

previous work. The data taken are presented In Plate XXII.



EXPLANATION OF PLATE XIX

Plot of fcspce on the plate and lift versus

time for several constant pressures for a rogu-

latca* nozzle and a flat plate with a rubber Insert.

Nozzle diameter - 1/4 Inch.

Rubber Insert diameter - 3/4 Inch,

\ t ' ^". \
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^- EXPLANATION OP PLATE XX

Plot Of force on the plat© and lift versus

time for several constant pressures with standard

regulator nozzle and plate with sloping walls.

Nozzle diameter - l/4 inch.

Standard regulator plate - 45 degrees.
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EXPLANATION OF PLATE XXI

Plot of force cai the plate and lift

versus time for several constant pressvires

with standard re^^iulator plate and nozzle.

Nozzle diameter - 1/4 inch.

Standard regulator plate.
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EXPLAxNATION OF PLATE XXII

Plot of force on the plate and lift versus

time for a flat nozzle and plate.

Nozzle diameter - 1/4 inch.

Plate diameter - 13/16 Inch.

I

f;
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PLATE XXII
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The greatest force of attraction occtirs during the flow restrict-

ing range at a lift of 0,04 D^ for o 13/16- inch diameter plate

and a nozzle diameter of one-foxa»th inch. The diameter of the

plate Is very critical. By reducing the diameter to 5/8 Inch,

the force of attraction will be reduced from 1.10 to 0.20 pound

for a pressure drop of 30 pai. These results agree with those

of Willis (10).

The data for the portion of the curve from zero force to

maximum force agrees with previous work (Welanetz, 9). However,

at this point the theory developed by this author appears to

break down and could not be checked by his tests or the present

OK108.

It Should be noted also that the present tests were con-

ducted with much greater pressure drops and gas flows than pre-

vious testa.

Despite the greater pressure drops, no data-taking problems

such as were experienced by earlier authors were encountered.

Retests of a combination of plate and orifice resulted in the

same plot of readings. The reproducibility of the data justi-

fies the original test fixture design.

A??L1CAT1(M OF RESULTS

Having determined the characteristics of the force on the

flow restricting plate, a mathematical model of the regulator

was derived.

The first step was to make some assiimpticjns about the
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characteristics of the regulator that hod not been determined.

With reference to Plate XXIII, the spring case was assumed to

provide no damping, friction in the valve lever assembly was neg-

lected, and it was assumed that there was no resistance to flow

througFi the lower casing outlet.

Two equations can be written for the regulator with two

variables—lift (^) and regulator exhaust pressure (p). This

should make a solution possible.

The first equation is a force balance around the spring

•eat. The lift ¥iiich is measured at the nozzle is magnified four

times at the spring seat and the force due to tiie Jet is reduced.

A force balance shows the following results:

Ppp « Pg - OCR - AP -f Pp

where Fpp « force on the spring seat (Ib^.)

Pg * > force due to the original deflection of the

spring (lbf«)

oc s lift (in)

K » spring constant (Ibf/in)

A Bs effective area of the diaphragm (in )

p B pressure in lower casing (psig)

p m force from the plate

Pp will be assvuned a constant for the regulator plate with

the sloping sides and a constant +M<?C for the other regulator

plate. The present equations will be developed for the regulator

plate with sloping sides and mention will be made later of the

results using the other plate.

Pg will be determined by the Initial pressure setting



EXPLANATION OF PLATE XXIII

Crosa-sectlOTi view of regulator.

Reference letters:

A - plate

B - nozzle

C - spring seat

D - diaphragm

E - lower casing

P - spring casing

G - flow restriction

H - valve lever aaaembly
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desired. If the set point Is six Inches of water, Pg was found

to be 4.64 Ibf. Rewriting the equation with the constants re-

sults in the following equation:

Ppp a 5. 13 - 20 OC - 23. 8 p

Setting Fpp « ma, where

m as mass of the spring seat and diaphragm head

(0.385 Ibnj)

and a = acceleration

d2^
,385 — -- = 5.13 - 20 OC • 23.8 p

dt2

Ca> oc" = 13.32 - 52 0C - 61.8 p (1)

The second equation expresses the rate of change of pres-

sure In the lower casing,

dp Qi - Qo

dt C (

where Qj » flow Into the chamber (Ibjj/sec)

Qq = flow out of the chamber {Ibjj/sec)

C ss capacity of the chamber (Ibg/pai)

The flow restriction of the plate will be assumed linear for

the derivation. If the flow is assumed incompressible,

Ql « AnVi^if(oC) and Qq « P'JqVo

where A^^ = area of nozzle

Vj St velocity at nozzle outlet

Vq = velocity at outlet valve

/\ « density at nozzle outlet

P^ =5 atmospheric density

f(cX.) = flow restriction of plete = lO^C
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^ a an arbitrary constant depending upon gas demand

For a 1/4-inch nozzle and a 10-psi pressure drop,

Ql « . 0234 oC yi47 - 4.7 p - p2

and Qo = . 1B35 ^ ^
The volume of the lower casing is 19.9 cu in. Thus the

capacity (C) » 5.87 x 10"^ lbjj,/p8l.

Substitutlnc these relations into the expression for the rate

of change of pressure gives the following results:

dp .0234^ ^147 - 4.7 p - p2 .1835/^ 4/p

dt 5.87 X 10-S
^^, 5,87 x 10-5

p» = 398^ /l47 - 4.7 p - p2 - /^3130-^ (2)

These two equations are very difficult If not impossible

to solve by the methods of ordinary differential equations. How-

ever, the equations can be solved by use of an analogue computer.

A simplified block dlai^ara is shown in Plate XXIV. The wiring

diagram is shown in Plate XXV. The switch represents the step

function change in demand that occxirs vhen a demand is increased.

The diode in the second integrator is a llmlter to Insure that

oC cannot be negative. This is a boiindary value on the original

problem. An amplitude change has been imde on both oC and p.

This would enable this problem to be set up on the analogue

computer located at Kansas ^tate College.

As a check on the validity of the equations, some more as-

sumptions were made so that the equations could be solved by

Laplace transform methods. First, it was assumed that the flow

into the regulator is a function of ^ and the line pressure

only. This assumption neglects terms of the order of the square

root of 1,30 while the major term is the square root of 147.0.
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Next the flow out of the regulator is assumed to be a function

of p rather than the square root of p. This is a good assump-

tion for small pressure drops and cases where p varies only

slightly.

Applying these assumptions, the equations reduce to the

following:

oc" + 52 oc « 15.32 - 61.8 p (1)

p» + /(5'3130 p s 4825 cX (3)

The Laplace transforms of these equations result in the

following if initial conditions equal zero.

13 32
(flS + 52)<5r = — (61.8) p (4)

8

(s + /^3130) p « (4825)<^ (5)

If the initial conditions of p ere applied, equatiCMi (5) becomes

(s + /<^3130) p = (4825)c< + .217 (6)

4825 _ .217
or p = ( ) oC + -

s -f ^^3130 s + /? 3130

Substituting (6) into (4),

13.32 61.8 X 4825 _ 61.8 x .217

(a^ + 52)< « ( )^ + --

s 8 + 3130/? 8 + 3130 /O'

13.32 (s + 3130^) + 61.8(.217)s

8(3^ + 3130/? s^ + 52 8 + 162,760/5*+ 298,185)

Since the problem is one of stability, only the denominator is

of interest. It is:

F(s) = s(s^ + 3130^ s2 + 52 s + 162,760/^+ 298,185) (7)

The use of Routh's criterion results in the following

equation for stability.
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298,185
^ (8)

3130/^

Since thi3 criteria cannot be met, the equations are un-

stable for any value of /3

.

An analogue computer solution of equations (1) and (2)

would probably result in the same Instability. This would be

the expected result from consideration of the physical system

because the first assumptiois result in the loss of all damping

from the equations. If these imknowns were evaluated and placed

In equation (1), the equations would show thet they are stable

fop a range of values of ^ ,

Let be the evaluation of this damping. Equation (1) now

becomes:

o^" + 0CC* + 52cx: « 13.32 - 61.8 p (9)

or transformed

13 32
(s^ + s + 52)< = — (61.8) p

»

61.8 X 4825 _ 61.8 X .217
(s2 + 8 + 52)^ = 13.32 - ( ----)oC +

8 + 3130 A s + 3130/^

13.32 (a + 3130/9) + 61.8{.217)s

s[s3 + (0 + 3130/5) s2 + (3130^0 + 52)8 + 162,760/^+ 298,185]

The Routh relationship for stability is:

162.760/5* + 298,185
3130 /^0 +52 ^

¥ 3130/^

OP (3130/^ + 0)(313O/f0 + 52) - 162,760/^ - 298,185 >
For a small value of 0, say one, this equation reduces to:

(3130/5^ + 1)(3130/C^+ 52) - 162,760/^- 298.185) >
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At /^>.174, the above equaticwi will be stable so it now

possesses the properties of a regulator. It has been observed

that Instability occurs at low flows.

If the equations were derived using the second regulator

plate, it can be seen that the coefficient of s in equation (7)

is reduced. This increases the possibility of instability.

Therefore the rubber plate with the sloping edges will be more

stable. It will be recalled that it was observed during the

force test that the sloping sided plate was the more stable of

the two regulator plates.

CONCLUSIONS

After careful consideration of the test results, the fol-

lowing conclusions can be made.

^Jien a flat plate is placed directly in frcait of the flow

from a nozzle and moved toward the nozzle, it starts restrict-

ing the flow at a nozzle-to-plate distance of 0.38 D, where D

Is the diameter of the nozzle.

Because of the ease of data taking, reproducibility of data,

and the dimensionless reduction of the data, it can be concluded

that the test fixtiore designed for this thesis is a satisfactory

one. Results obtained from this test fixture indicates that the

total force on the plate is a function of the lift and not a

constant through the flow restricting range.

The variation of the force in the flow restricting region,

-15 per cent, would indicate that for design considerations It
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may be considered a constant. On this basis, a rnathematical

model can be derived which may be solved on the analogue computer.

By making some simplifying assumptions, the equations of

this mathematical model may be solved by Laplace transform

methods. If an arbitrary small damping constant is included in

the equations, the solutions will be vinstable only at low flows.

The actual regulator is also unstable at low flows.

SUGGESTIONS FOR FUTURE RESEARCH

Any further work in this area should be directed Into one

of two channels.

The development of a theory for the force on the plate

would be of basic interest. As a basis for this development,

investigations should be made into the physical occurrences In

the hodograph plane. This could well be the subject of a doctor's

dissertation.

Of secondary interest Is the complete analogue computer

aoluticn to the equations presented in this article and the

development of a more exact mathematical model of the house

regulator. Any work In this area should include complete In-

strumentation of the regulator and tests of It during operating

conditions.
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Table 1. Plow restriction data for ,125-!Inch diameter nozzle.

ziPl = 25 : A? == 50 • AP = 90
Llft2 : yiow^ :; Per cent : Plow : Per cent : Plow : Per cent

.005 182 20.2 300 21.2

.010 174 31.6 295 32.8 542 38.2

.015 233 42.4 435 48.4 730 51.4

.020 285 51.8 530 58.9 855 60.2

.025 320 58.2 616 68.3 980 69.0

.030 420 76.4 710 78.9 1150 81.0

.035 470 85.5 798 88.7 1290 90.8

.040 528 96.0 880 97.8 1400 98.7

.045 550 100.0 900 100.0 1420 100.0

.050 550 900 1420

Table 2. Plow restriction data for .250-inch <diameter nozzle.

API = 10 : A? =t 50 •
• A? '.= 90

Lift2 . Flow3 : Per cent : Plow : Per cent : Plow : Per cent

.010 580 17.6 990 18.3

.020 325 28.2 980 29.7 1660 30.8

.030 465 40.3 1430 43.4 2400 44.5

.040 660 57.1 2008 60.8 3460 64.1

.050 747 64.7 2348 71.2 3980 73.7

.060 815 70.5 2592 78.5 4420 81.9

.070 925 80.1 2980 90.2 4900 90.7

.080 1030 89.3 3220 97.6 5320 98.5

.090 1035 89.7 3280 99.4 5380 99.6

.100 1115 96.6 3300 100.0 5380 99.6

.110 1155 100.0 3300 5400 100.0

Table 3. Flow restriction data for' .500-Inch diameter nozzle.

APl » IC1 : AP a 10
Lifts : Plow3 : Per cent : Lift : Flow : Per cent
.010 272 6.3 .140 3900 90.,4
.020 620 14.4 .150 3980 92.,2
.030 1800 41.7 .160 4030 93.,4
.050 1700 39.4 .170 4130 95. 6
.070 2380 55.2 .180 4260 98. 7
.090 2790 64.6 .190 4260 98. 7
.110 3250 75.3 .200 4320 100.
.120 3340 77.3 .210 4320
.130 3650 84.5

Jap = pressure difference (psl).
"Lift = distance from plate to nozzle (Inches),
3piow = flow through nozzle (SCtH).
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Because of the Increasing use of automatic controls In the

procesa Industry, it has become necessary for rnanufactxirers to

know more about the design characteristics of the components of

these controls. A tyidcal example is the house service gas

regulator. An analysis of a gas regulator shows two areas in

which design characteristics are not known. There is no know-

ledge available on the damping characteristics or of the forces

on the plate in the regulator used to restrict or shut off the

flow of gas through the regulator. It Is this secwid problem,

the force on a plate used as a flow restricting element, that

Is investigated in this thesis.

The author describes the design of suitable teat fixt\ires

to locate the region of flow restriction and measure the forces.

Data presented shows tiiat flow restriction ceases at a plate-

to-nozzle distance of 0,38 D, where D is the diameter of the

nozzle. The force on the plate is shorn to drop off end rise

again through the flow restricting range, A dip of -15 per

cent of total force occiors.

By making certain assixmptions about the damping character-

istics of the regulator, a mathematical model is constructed and

the analogue computer wiring to accomplish the solution to these

equations is presented. As a check rai the mathematical model,

assumptions are made which permit solutions by the Laplace trans-

form methods. These solutions show that if an arbitrary small

value of damping is included, the regulator is unstable only at

low flows. Instability of the actual regulator also occurs at

low flows.


